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The unwritten rules French waiters use to get a bigger tip
Today, let’s talk about the unwritten rules French waiters use to get
customers to part with their cash in order to get a good tip. These Gallic
waiters have an impressive array of tricks and techniques to effortlessly do
this. The unwritten rule book on how “garçons” from Paris and the rest of
France manage to lengthen diners bills without raising their hackles has
been set in stone by the rue89 website. In their headline “Seven serving
tips to increase the bill” rue89 says that waiters and waitresses are taught
skills, such as, showing diners to a table right by the front door or window
in an otherwise empty restaurant to attract more custom. A golden rule is
never to place bread on the table before an order, as diners are likely to
get full too fast for several dishes. A French waiter called Romain explains:
“My boss wants me to give it after bringing the dish, even if it means
forgetting it entirely so customers will be hungry for dessert.”
Pre-meal peanuts or other salty snacks are encouraged, as they increase
thirst and boost drink sales. They are urged to employ closed questions
like: “Will you have an aperitif or move straight onto wine?”, steering
customers away from cheaper options like free water. Among the more
subtle techniques is that of listing wines from cheap to expensive, such as
“Sauvignon, Chardonnay or Chablis?” as customers tend to remember the
last wine mentioned and don’t dare to ask for a waiter to repeat the list.
With the main course over, customers feel pressured into ordering more if
plates and glasses are hastily cleared away, the website claims. Bringing
the dessert menu on the table is a better technique than orally listing
puddings, it found. An old trick to pull in a bigger tip is to inquire whether
“everything is ok?” when collecting the credit card or ensuring there is
plenty of small change instead of a banknote in case of a cash payment.
Another waiter: “Waiters are here to screw the clients, not physically but
by taking his money.” He added, “Everything is codified, thought out down
to the smallest details to sell the most products.” Aurélie Viry, a teacher
with AV-Conseil: “The customer must associate the experience with
pleasure. Everything that can be sold means profits. Hence you must say:
‘Would another coffee give you pleasure?’ rather than ‘No more coffees?’”
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EXERCISES
1. French waiters: Think of three things you know about French waiters? Go
round the room swapping details with others.
2. Dictation: The teacher will read four to six lines of the article slowly and clearly.
Students will write down what they hear. The teacher will repeat the passage slowly
again. Self-correct your work from page one - filling in spaces and correcting mistakes.
Be honest with yourself on the number of errors. Advise the teacher of your total
number of errors. Less than five is very good. Ten is acceptable. Any more is room for
improvement! More than twenty - you need to do some work!
3. Reading:

The students should now read the article aloud, swapping readers

every paragraph.

4. Vocabulary:

Students should now look through the article and underline any
vocabulary they do not know. Look in dictionaries. Discuss and help each other out.
The teacher will go through and explain any unknown words or phrases.

5. The article:
a)
b)

Students should look through the article with the teacher.
What is the article about?
What do you think about the article?

6. Geography: France:

Where is France? Where is Paris? What countries
surround it? Draw a map on the board then look on Google maps to help you.

7. French waiters & tips:

In pairs think of five things about French waiters.
Then add five things you know about tips. Write them below. Discuss together. What
are your conclusions?
French waiters
1
2
3
4
5

Tips
1
2
3
4
5

The teacher will choose some pairs to discuss their findings in front of the class.

8. Let’s roleplay 1: Discussion FM: In pairs/groups. One of you is the
interviewer. The others are one of the following people. You are in the Discussion FM
radio studio in Paris. Today’s interview is about: The unwritten rules French waiters
use to get a bigger tip.
1
2

A tourist in Paris
3
A French restaurant owner 4

A French waiter
A Scotsman in Paris

The teacher will choose some pairs to roleplay their interview in front of the class.
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9. Let’s think!

In pairs, on the board write as many words as you can to do with
French waiters. Spend one to two minutes doing this. Compare with other teams.
Using your words compile a short dialogue together.

10. Let’s roleplay 2:

You are in a bar in Paris. In pairs, start a conversation
about French waiters and tipping. Spend five minutes doing this.

11. Let’s do ‘The Article Quiz’: Have the students quiz each other in pairs.
They score a point for each correct answer and half a point each time they have to
look at the article for help. See who can get the highest score!
Student A
1)
Name the webpage.
2)
How many unwritten rules are there?
3)
Name the wines.
4)
Describe one of the unwritten rules.
5)
What did Romain the French waiter say?
Student B
1)
What did the second waiter say?
2)
What did Aurélie Viry say?
3)
Why are salty snacks encouraged?
4)
Why do customers tend to go for the last choice on the wine
mentioned by the waiter?
5)
What is the golden rule?
12. Let’s roleplay 3: You and some friends are in a restaurant in Paris. Order
a meal from the waiter. Spend five minutes doing this.
13. A day in a life of a French waiter:

Yesterday, you had the imaginary
chance of being a French waiter/waitress in Paris. Describe to your partner what you
did during your shift from morning till night. Who were some of your customers? Did
you experience any challenges? Who gave you the biggest tip? What tricks did you
use? Etc…
The teacher will choose some pairs to discuss their findings in front of the class.

14. Presentation: In pairs, groups or individually: Prepare in class or at home
a two minute presentation on: A French waiter. Stand at the front of the class to
give your presentation to the class. The class can vote on the best presentation. Class
– After the presentations go through the good and weak points on each presentation.
Learn from the results.
15. Let’s write an e-mail:

Write and send a 200 word e-mail to your teacher
about: French waiters and tips. Your e-mail can be read out in class.

16. Sentence starters: Finish these sentence starters. Correct your mistakes.
Compare what other people have written.
a) French waiters __________________________________________________
b) The unwritten rules ______________________________________________
c) Tips __________________________________________________________
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DISCUSSION
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

Student A questions
Did the headline make you want to read the article?
Have you ever been to Paris? Explain.
What is your worst experience with a waiter/waitress?
In your town/city which is the best restaurant?
Have you ever been ripped off by a waiter/waitress?
Which is your favourite restaurant of all time?
Do you like French food? Explain.
Do you eat desserts?
What is your favourite meal when going out to a restaurant?
Have you learnt anything in today’s English lesson?

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

Student B questions
What do you think about what you read?
Do you think it is hard being a waiter/waitress?
Would you like to be a waiter/waitress working in France?
Do you speak French?
What is your best experience in a restaurant?
What is your worst experience in a restaurant?
Should the tip be included in the bill?
Why should you pay a tip?
Do you tip? Explain.
Did you like this discussion?

SPEAKING
Let’s discuss! French waiters/waitresses and tipping
Allow 10-15 minutes – As a class / small groups / pairs / 1 to 1
20 things about French waiters/waitresses and tipping – discuss together
The teacher can moderate the session.
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GAP FILL: READING:
Put the words into the gaps in the text.

The unwritten rules French waiters use to get
a bigger tip

entirely

Today, let’s talk about the unwritten rules French waiters use to

bill

get customers to part with their cash in order to get a good tip.
These Gallic (1)_____ have an impressive array of tricks and

diners

techniques to effortlessly do this. The (2)_____ rule book on how
“garçons” from Paris and the rest of France manage to lengthen

dessert

(3)_____ bills without raising their hackles has been set in stone
by the rue89 website. In their headline “Seven serving (4)_____

unwritten

to increase the (5)_____” rue89 says that waiters and waitresses
are taught skills, such as, showing diners to a table right by the

table

front door or window in an otherwise empty restaurant to attract
more custom. A golden rule is never to place bread on the
(6)_____ before an order, as diners are likely to get full too fast

waiters

for several dishes. A French waiter called Romain explains: “My

tips

boss wants me to give it after bringing the dish, even if it means
forgetting it (7)_____ so customers will be hungry for (8)_____.”

Pre-meal peanuts or other salty (1)_____ are encouraged, as
they increase (2)_____ and boost drink sales. They are urged to
employ closed questions like: “Will you have an (3)_____ or

aperitif

move straight onto wine?”, steering customers away from

inquire

cheaper (4)_____ like free water. Among the more (5)_____

thirst

techniques is that of listing wines from cheap to expensive, such
as “Sauvignon, Chardonnay or Chablis?” as customers tend to

subtle

remember the last wine mentioned and don’t dare to ask for a
waiter to repeat the list. With the main course over, customers

snacks

feel pressured into ordering more if (6)_____ and glasses are
hastily cleared away, the website claims. Bringing the dessert

orally

menu on the table is a better technique than (7)_____ listing
puddings, it found. An old trick to pull in a bigger tip is to

options

(8)_____ whether “everything is ok?” when collecting the credit
card or ensuring there is plenty of small change instead of a

plates

banknote in case of a cash payment.
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GAP FILL: LISTENING
Listen and fill in the spaces.

The unwritten rules French waiters use to get a bigger tip
Today, let’s talk about ____________________ French waiters use to get
customers to part with their cash in order _________________. These Gallic
waiters have an impressive array of tricks and techniques to effortlessly do
this. The unwritten rule book on how “garçons” from Paris and the rest of
France manage to _____________________ without raising their hackles
has

been

set

in

stone

by

the

rue89

website.

In

their

headline

“__________________ to increase the bill” rue89 says that waiters and
waitresses are taught skills, such as, showing diners to a table right by the
front door or window in an otherwise empty restaurant to attract more
custom. A golden rule is ____________________ on the table before an
order, as diners are likely to get full too fast for several dishes. A French
waiter called Romain explains: “My boss wants me to give it after bringing
the dish, even if it means forgetting it entirely so customers will be
__________________.”
Pre-meal peanuts or __________________ are encouraged, as they increase
thirst and boost drink sales. They are urged to _______________________
like: “Will you have an aperitif or move straight onto wine?”, steering
customers away from cheaper options like free water. Among the more subtle
techniques is that of listing wines from __________________, such as
“Sauvignon, Chardonnay or Chablis?” as customers tend to remember the
last wine mentioned and don’t dare to ask for a waiter to repeat the list. With
the main course over, customers feel pressured into ordering more if plates
and glasses are ____________________, the website claims. Bringing the
dessert menu on the table is a better technique than orally listing puddings,
it found. An old trick to ____________________ is to inquire whether
“everything is ok?” when collecting the credit card or ensuring there is plenty
of small change instead of a banknote in case _________________.
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GRAMMAR
Put the words into the gaps in the text.

The unwritten rules French waiters use to get
a bigger tip

even

Today, let’s talk about the unwritten rules French waiters use to

more

get customers to part with (1)__ cash in order to get a good tip.
These Gallic waiters have an impressive array of tricks and

after

techniques to effortlessly do (2)__. The unwritten rule book on
how “garçons” from Paris and the rest of France manage to

before

lengthen diners bills without raising their hackles has been set in
stone by the rue89 website. In their headline “Seven serving tips

this

to increase the bill” rue89 says (3)__ waiters and waitresses are
taught skills, (4)__, showing diners to a table right by the front

that

door or window in an otherwise empty restaurant to attract (5)__
custom. A golden rule is never to place bread on the table (6)__

their

an order, as diners are likely to get full too fast for several dishes.
A French waiter called Romain explains: “My boss wants me to
give it (7)__ bringing the dish, (8)__ if it means forgetting it

such as

entirely so customers will be hungry for dessert.”

Pre-meal peanuts or other salty snacks are encouraged, as they
increase thirst and boost drink sales. They are urged to employ
closed questions like: “Will you have an aperitif (1)__ move
straight onto wine?”, steering customers away from cheaper

a
in

options like free water. Among the more subtle techniques is that
of listing wines from cheap to expensive, such as “Sauvignon,

on

Chardonnay or Chablis?” (2)__ customers tend to remember the
last wine mentioned and don’t dare to ask for a waiter to repeat
the list. With the main course over, customers feel pressured into
ordering more (3)__ plates and glasses are hastily cleared away,
the website claims. Bringing the dessert menu (4)__ the table is

as
or
of

a better technique than orally listing puddings, it found. (5)__ old
trick to pull (6)__ a bigger tip is to inquire whether “everything is

an

ok?” when collecting the credit card or ensuring there is plenty of
small change instead (7)__ a banknote in case of (8)__ cash

if

payment.
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SPELLING TEST
The teacher will ask the class individually to spell the following words that are in the
article. Afterwards, check your answers with your teacher, using the following ratings:
Pass = 12, Good = 15, Very good = 18, Excellent = 20
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

techniques
unwritten
waiters
subtle
increase
hackles
lengthen
effortlessly
tricks
thought

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

entirely
forgetting
dessert
rules
waitresses
customers
aperitif
thirst
orally
impressive

LINKS
http://www.rue89.com/rue89-eco/2012/07/22/au-resto-les-7techniques-pour-alourdir-laddition-233918?page=1
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/france/9430511/
The-unwritten-rules-of-French-waiters-to-get-a-bigger-tip.html
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